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The possibility of additional nuclear transitions in electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR)
under the influence of the electric component of a radio frequency field is considered. A system of nuclei with a preferred spin orientation can be obtained by this method.
FEHER [1] has proposed a method of electron
functions of the stationary states we can obtain the
nuclear double resonance ( ENDOR) which enables matrix elements for the transitions in the system.
one, in particular, to obtain in a system of nuclei
Thus, for the transition -%, m- - 1/ 2, m + 2
situated at local centers a preferred spin orientathe matrix element is equal to
tion. The corresponding quantum transitions were
.
A2 J/3
M1 = - u:J.Ez 4 2 2H 2 [(/
m
2) (/- m -1)
brought about by the action of the magnetic compog !lo
nents of UHF and radio frequency ( rf) fields. The
x (I+ m + 1) (/ _ m)]''•,
selection rules for transitions in the nuclear subwhere g is the g-factor for the electron, IJ.o is the
system are as follows: D.m = ± 1, D.M = 0; and for
Bohr magneton. It is of interest to compare M 1
the electron subsystem the selection rules are
with the value of the matrix element M 2 for the
D.m = 0, D.M = ± 1. Here m is the quantum number
transition m - m + 1 under the action of the
of the component of the nuclear spin along the dioperator
-IJ.nH:
rection of the magnetic field, M is the same for the
electron spin.
We consider below quantum transitions in
ENDOR under the action of the electric component
of a radio-frequency field. To provide an example
we restrict ourselves to a system of symmetry Td
Taking a = IJ.o• IJ.o/iJ.n = 103, A/g1J 0H = 10-2, we obwith effective electron angular momentum J = %
tain
I M 1 12/l M 2 12 = 0.01 ( Ez/Hx) 2• In favorable
and arbitrary nuclear spin I. We shall take the
cases
(large A, a), and also for sufficiently high
z axis to be directed along a crystallographic
power
of
the RF field Ei this ratio will be greater,
axis of type [ 100 ].
and, therefore, observation of such transitions apAn external static magnetic field ( H = Hz)
pears feasible. 1l
removes the degeneracy of the system and proThe matrix elements for the transitions D.m
duces 4 ( 2I + 1) levels. The energy levels of the
= ± 1 under the influence of the components Ex
system and the corresponding wave functions,
and Ey will be proportional to A/giJ. 0H[ 2J and,
taking into account the contact hyperfine intertherefore, will be more intense. But the transiaction (which acts as a perturbation), were detions D.m = ± 1 can also take place under the influtermined with an accuracy up to second order
ence of the magnetic component of the rf field.
perturbation theory. The perturbing operator
If by means of electron spin transitions D.M
which gives rise to the quantum transitions has
=
±
1, D.m = 0 one achieves a saturation of levels,
the form
and then inverts the population of the nuclear spin
(1)
levels ( D.M = 0, D.m = ± 1, ± 2), then the product P
of
the component of the nuclear spin and the correwhere IJ.n and IJ.e are respectively the magnetic
moments of the nucleus and of the electron, d is
l)The transitions tl.m = ± 2 can be brought about also as
the operator for the dipole moment of the electron,
a result of other mechanisms: a change in the quadrupole inH and E are the intensities of the magnetic and
teraction constant under the influence of an external electric
field[' lor the presence of a nuclear dipole moment in a crystalthe electric fields.
line field.
Utilizing the perturbing matrix[ 2J and the wave

+ +
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sponding number of nuclei will be different from
zero. At the same time
Pt:.m=±l, t:.M=±l <Pt:.m=±2, t:.M=±l·

In particular, for gJ.L 0H/kT « 1
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p t:.m=±2, t:.M=±2 = 2P t:.m=±2, t:.M=±l =2P t:.m=±l, t:.M=±2

=

4P t:.m=±l, t:.M=±l·

We express our gratitude to 0. F. Nemets for
discussions.

p t:.m=±2, t:.M=±l = 2P t:.m=±l, t:.M=±l·

In the system under consideration transitions
± 2 are possible under the influence of the
z-component of the electric field. If these transitions are utilized to saturate the electron spin
levels 2 > and then the transition ~m = ± 2 is made
to take place, it is possible to increase P.
In the approximation utilized above the following relations are valid:

~M =

2 )The possibility of such saturation has been pointed out
by Ludwig and Ham.[•]
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